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Membership of Mothers’ Union is about being part of a
dynamic, friendly organisation that goes the extra mile.
• B
 y praying together we nourish: creating a thriving Christian
presence right at the heart of local life.
• B
 y campaigning together we nurture: ensuring a constant
message that family life is critical to the stability of all societies.
• B
 y enabling together we flourish: ensuring that the work we do
continually meets the needs of people known to us both – as
we always say - “around the world and around the corner.”
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Praying, Campaigning, Enabling

flourish
“[The UK has a] broken, damaging culture...
a culture that generates growing pockets
of deprivation.” Rt Hon Iain Duncan Smith, October 2011
Our children are experiencing increased levels of
family breakdown, social instability, domestic violence,
commercialisation, sexualisation and lack of helpful boundaries.
Our families are less likely to marry, parent confidently,
be relaxed.
Our elderly seem increasingly marginalised and isolated
by our individualistic culture.
These problems are not unique to the UK but are global.

We are not living in the world
as God intended.
Mothers’ Union’s aim is transformational. Our worldwide
fellowship of over 4 million members, delivers Christian
care for families right at the heart of communities.
Seeking to nurture individuals, families and whole
communities we:-

Pray for relationships to be flourishing and loving.
Campaign for social justice for those on the

margins and for greater recognition of the value
of stable family life.

Enable development of all kinds: economic,
relational and personal so that family life
is strengthened.

The seeds we sow are seeds of hope, support
and opportunity.
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From youngest to eldest, each Mothers’ Union
member responds to God’s call on their life by giving
their considerable gifts and talents to support and
nurture stable family life.
The diversity of the contributions members make is extraordinary. In one
group near Salisbury, UK members carry out at least 15 different acts of care for
others including: creating fellowship for isolated parish assistants; knitting for
premature babies in hospitals; campaigning against the commercialisation of
children; raising funds for literacy projects in Sudan; acting as street pastors to
intoxicated young adults at weekends; supporting parents through parenting
groups and through baptism support and running marriage support groups.
Multiply this culture of giving across our 4 million-strong global
membership and you begin to realise the tremendous difference Mothers’
Union is making to thousands – if not millions – of families.

each Mothers’ Union member
responds to God’s call
on their life by giving their
considerable gifts anD support

Discovering our Worth
Mothers’ Union members in Tanzania have improved
the lives of many by developing their gift of
community leadership.
In Masasi the majority of people, including our members, live by
subsistence farming and only earn around £49 a year. Responding to this
need to reduce poverty, Mothers’ Union trained members to motivate
women in their local community to make the best of their resources and
abilities. The seeds sown in the Worth programme have really born fruit.
So far 540 vulnerable families have learnt income-generation skills and
taken part in collective savings groups. One lady said “Since I enrolled in
Worth I have learnt to weave baskets. I have now made 56 and sold them
all at a profit. It’s meant I’ve managed to buy school uniforms for my
children and pay for my mother’s hospital stay.”

This year we have discovered and celebrated the
many gifts Mothers’ Union offers and have met
some inspirational people. We hope that as you read
their stories you will find them inspirational too.
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holistic care

Our garden of gifts

By selling her homemade jam, Jennifer (seen here with Ann
Howard), raised over £300 for Mothers’ Union’s literacy work
in Sudan. Mary Fisher, aged 73 (seen bottom right), volunteers
as a street pastor to Salisbury’s lively weekend revellers. The
Worth programme has helped over 540 families in Tanzania.

holistic care

Gwili Gwili’s
flourishing garden

Gwili Gwili, in rural South Africa is a typical subsistence
farming community in an area that is lush and fertile. But
here, where few now have the skills to work the land, local
people struggle to feed themselves.

“Mothers’ Union
is not just about
praying and the
Bible, it is about
hospitality.”

Mothers’ Union local leader, Ethelina Nosbo Mhalanga
knows first hand the struggles many in her community
face. A mum of seven, she has already lost one child, and
other members have faced equally tragic bereavements.
Ethelina believed that Mothers’ Union could, and should,
do something to help the local people help themselves.
She has established Ilinge Lethu, meaning “Let’s try to do
something for our people”. Mothers’ Union members in the
parish raise all the funds needed. They visit families who
are struggling and bring gifts of food. They run a support
group for people affected by HIV, an important outreach in
the country with the highest rate of HIV/AIDS in the world.
Members also meet regularly with the support group and
other vulnerable families to worship, eat a meal together
and to spend time working in the communal garden.
This garden is a key part of Ilinge Lethu. On land near
the church Ethelina and her team grow a garden full of
nutritious vegetables. These vegetables help them run a soup
kitchen every week where up to 30 struggling families come
to have a hot meal. Afterwards everyone works in the garden
together tending the garden and planting more vegetables,
ensuring a real sense of community achievement rather than
charitable dependency.
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Ethelina says the garden and soup project are an outward
sign of love from Mothers’ Union to the wider community.

Ethelina (in white T shirt) works in the
garden at Ilinge Lethu. Families come
once a week for spiritual support as
well as physical nourishment.
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She says “Mothers’ Union is not just about praying and the
Bible, it is about hospitality.”

Mothers’ Union members in all
83 countries raise the funds
they need to run local projects

PRAYING for transformed futures

Mothers’ Union is rooted, connected and moved forward through
its vibrant prayer life. Across every country groups large and
small pray daily for the work and witness of Mothers’ Union.
Known as the Wave of Prayer this global continuity of prayer
creates our understanding of shared ministry and partnership.

Negative messaging and imagery of older people in society
vastly outweighs the positive. This, in turn, leads people to
restrict their expectations of what they can achieve or contribute.

In Papua New Guinea, Provincial
President, Jeanette Oala found that the
prayer life of Mothers’ Union literally
helped her save the life of a neighbour.
Jeanette picks up the story…

One such group proving this to be the case is
in Wiltshire and Dorset, UK. Unfazed by
lessening physical stamina, retired members
are investing in a prayer life full of purpose
and commitment.

”One Saturday morning I woke up early to
find a young mother outside crying. Quickly
I whispered Mary Sumner’s prayer, “All
this day, O Lord, let me touch as many
lives as possible for thee.” I went outside
and sat with the woman for an hour whilst
she cried her eyes out. Her husband of 15
years was threatening to kill her because
his relatives had told him she was having
an affair. We prayed together and I told
her to go home and ask her husband to
identify the people spreading the gossip.
Within a week the gossips had changed
their story. The husband came to visit me.
He had, he said, been about to murder his
wife, but something stopped him from
doing evil. He realised when his wife came
to see Mothers’ Union that the gossips
were telling lies. He is now encouraging
his wife to join Mothers’ Union.
“There are many lonely, unloved,
threatened and rejected people who need
our love and attention.”

Known as the Hannah Project the sessions
bring members together to actively pray – as
Hannah did in the book of Samuel – for a
new “child” or new generation of members
to carry out God’s work in the future.
Area president and initiator of the project,
Ann Howard, describes the worship sessions
as “Messy Church for the retired”. Members
of all ages – including some well into their
90s – pray not with words, but with their
whole being, using visual resources – bread,
wine, messages on clouds, pebbles, footsteps,
even pipe cleaners – to focus their prayers.
Clergy in the area are truly excited to see an
organisation they knew perhaps as a social, teamaking group, revealed as a powerful prayer
force aiming to revitalize Christian family life.
Jeanette Oala (top); Prayer requests from engaged
couples in Norwich adorn a prayer tree (bottom left).

Founder of Mothers’ Union, Mary Sumner’s personal prayer
All this day, O Lord,let me touch as many lives as possible
for thee; and every life I touch, do thou by thy spirit
quicken, whether through the word I speak, the prayer
I breathe, or the life I live. Amen
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But in Mothers’ Union the life experience of
our older members is an invaluable resource.
Their contribution provides us with advice
and support to nourish the future membership,
which will go on to build a stable future
for families.

Individually and collectively,
Mothers’ Union offers
fellowship, spiritual comfort
and prayerful counselling
at the very local level.
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PRAYING

PRAYING alongside others

In the Hannah Project members use creative craft to
focus their prayers. Pipe-cleaner families are relieved
of being “heavy laden” and physically straightened;
prayer clouds express concerns that
need to float away, and footsteps
outline the progress needed to
address major issues facing families.

ENABLING

ENABLING Economic
development

“I’m so proud
that all my
children will
go to school.”

In 2000, when Mothers’ Union first launched its Literacy &
Development Programme (MULDP) in Burundi, over 75% of adults
were illiterate. Today that figure has fallen to 40% for women and
26% for men, and the MULDP has successfully brought literacy
education to almost 60,000 men and women across Burundi.
The phenomenal success of the
programme has not only been the
achievements of the individual learners,
but the community harmony brought
about through the group settings.
Deliberately diverse in their make up,
the groups discuss and solve issues of
domestic and community division; child
and maternal health; nutrition; and
the role of women and work together to
overcome any religious or ethnic stigma.
The result has been improved health and
well-being and peace in communities
that were split by civil war at the
programme outset.

Many of the people who benefited from
the literacy programme have now asked
Mothers’ Union to help them develop new
skills to help them establish businesses
and access savings and credit schemes.
In partnership with Five Talents, a
Christian micro-finance charity, Mothers’
Union is now training community based
trainers and facilitators. So far they have
brought financial education skills to 2,497
beneficiaries. For the first time in their lives
these beneficiaries now have access to local
savings and credit schemes.

says Leoni

Leoni (seen right) with her group
in Nyarumanga (bottom centre).
Literacy education has enabled
Mothers’ Union to reduce poverty
for nearly 100,000 families.

Leoni, one of the 42,800 women
made literate through MULDP,
is now a successful participant
in the Literacy & Financial
Education Programme, where
she is a member of the
Nyarumanga LFEP Group.
A mum, with eight children, Leoni walks for
five hours to reach her savings group’s credit
co-operative, the local bank.
Like the 15 other members of her group Leoni
had never had the ability to earn her own
income, nor had she had any means of saving
money or obtaining a loan. But when her
group began to learn financial and business
skills and learnt how a simple savings and
credit scheme could help them all, they

Mary, from Bungu community, South Sudan, has not only learned to read,
but now helps her husband with decision making in the community where
he is chief. Right – a beneficiary reads to the group for the first time.
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decided they would all work as labourers for
a local builder in order to earn some money to
start off their group’s micro-credit capacity.
With her first loan of 8,000 BF (around £5)
Leoni bought salt, which she then sold on
to the local villagers for a small profit. Like
many other devoted mothers she has used
her profit to pay school fees for her eight
children. “I’m so proud that all my children
will go to school. They won’t be kept at
home as I was kept at home as a child.”
Now Leoni earns a regular income from her
business. She still travels the long distance
to attend the group regularly. “Our group
name means, ‘Let us pray together’”, she
says. “If our group were just about money
we would have stopped meeting long ago.
For me the group is about community and
working together to change things.”

It costs around £350 to train volunteer
facilitators and set up a new literacy
group. To help lift whole communities out
of poverty please call on 020 7222 5533.

Enabling Relationship

Passionate about Parenting
Mothers’ Union has trained over
1,480 members in 22 countries to
facilitate parenting groups.
Marion Dean recently trained with Mothers’ Union
to become one of our UK accredited parenting group
facilitators. Based in Macclesfield, Cheshire, Marion
is a professional family support worker currently
working with young, pregnant vulnerable women
and their babies.
“For me,” she writes “doing the training was an
opportunity to really enhance existing knowledge
and skills and develop confidence in my role.
I feel very much that facilitating a group and
understanding the dynamics involved is a real skill.
The training helps you to think about the needs,
potential challenges and how to ensure the best
results for a group. The training has given me a huge
amount of confidence and very much helped me in
my professional role.
“Alongside my professional work with families, I
am also part of a team of three trained by Mothers’
Union who now run church-based community
parenting groups. These have been a real joy and
the feedback we have from parents shows that these
have been of great benefit.
“I hadn’t appreciated, before the training and
subsequently becoming a member, some of the many
radical aspects of Mothers’ Union’s work. This has
been interesting, inspiring and encouraging for me,
so I am very grateful to Mothers’ Union for funding
this training and supporting me.”

Could you run parenting groups, or work with clergy
to help couples preparing for married life? Contact
outreach@themothersunion.org to find out more
about our facilitator training opportunities.
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Loving for Life
Marriage is a proven benefit for couples, families
and society. It brings couples greater well-being
and offers protection and security for children.
Mothers’ Union promotes and supports
marriage across the world by offering marriage
preparation and enrichment.
Preparing couples at the very beginning of their married life gives
them skills that will enable them to enjoy a life-long successful
relationship. Mothers’ Union’s Loving for Life programme is a
training initiative for members which equips them to run
marriage preparation groups with local clergy. Now in its fifth
year, Loving for Life has trained 140 facilitators in the UK.
Mothers’ Union member, Katy Kerr undertook the training in
2008 and she and her husband Simon, run courses in their
group of parishes.
“Couples who take part are surprised by the depth of
conversations they have on key aspects of their relationship.”
Katy says. “It is sometimes the first time they have explored
which actions of their partner make them feel particularly
loved and appreciated. They learn ways to listen to each
other, how to deal with disagreements, and the importance of
continuing to make time for each other even when pressures
from work or children creep in. All skills which lie at the heart
of a long and stable marriage.”
“Loving for Life has an important role in supporting family
life.” Katy says. “As couples develop a sense of responsibility
for and to each other they create a strong and nurturing basis
for supporting their children. In turn this will give their
children the encouragement and right environment to develop
good relationships and to witness the values of married life
in the future.”
Marion Dean (left top and centre) and Dolores from
Melanesia (bottom left) run parenting groups which
help families enjoy stable and flourishing relationships.

Family relationships are probably the most important
factor in reducing re-offending rates amongst
prisoners. Mothers’ Union works in over 90 UK prisons
to support families affected by imprisonment.
Nurtured by the encouragement of her fellow members, Louise Meggitt; a
Mothers’ Union leader in Kirkbraddan, Isle of Man; became one of Mothers’
Union’s 1,000 prison volunteers.
Louise joined Mothers’ Union eight years ago after her mother invited her
to a meeting and she became “hooked.” She volunteers regularly at the
monthly card making sessions for women prisoners helping the women
make all kinds of cards to send to their families and to people looking after
their children.
Louise is also one of four Isle of Man members trained by Mothers’ Union
community development coordinator (CDC), Caroline Salmon to help deliver
the Relationship Course at the prison.
The six-week course has now been run for both male young offenders, and
women prisoners. As Caroline will testify, running these intensive courses is
very stressful, yet the benefits are lovely to see. Louise found that over the
weeks the boys really listened and opened up about how they were going to
change their lives as a result of what they’d learned. One participant told
Louise that he wanted to apologise to his ex-girlfriend for the pain he had
caused her, and he was going to try to rebuild relationships with his family.
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Enabling Relationship

families in adversity

“The projects do so much to help strengthen and sustain fragile family
relationships. Every time I volunteer it feels like I have done something
positive in the day.”

Caroline Salmon is just one of over 300
Community Development Coordinators
Mothers’ Union fund around the world.
CDCs play an important role in increasing
Mothers’ Union’s capacity for outreach.
Louise, Caroline and Gill facilitate the card sessions.
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Enabling Potential

Transformational Training
Training is a vital tool to ensure members
can have the most effective impact within
communities. Mothers’ Union offers
thousands of workshops and training
days to members every year to ensure
all its volunteers are as effective within
communities as possible.
The majority of our members live in impoverished
communities. Many of these members have had little
access to formal education and few opportunities to
change their circumstances. Mothers’ Union is committed
to unlocking the potential of disadvantaged communities
by providing the opportunities for members to enrich
and improve their lives, the lives of their families, and
ultimately, the lives of their neighbours and communities.
Across Kenya, for example, workshops on subsistence
farming help members improve the quality of their crops
without damaging the environment. They learn income
generating skills, such as soap-making, to enable them to
earn additional income.
Other members are trained to directly serve their
community by bringing health education messages, or
other skills badly needed in isolated areas. In Niassa,
Mozambique, Mothers’ Union volunteers make up 75% of
the workforce in the Sal & Luz programme (part funded by
the Anglican Church in London), which trains and equips
them as community birth attendants. They travel around
the northern lakeshore, advising women in the 20,000
strong population on matters of maternal and infant
health and attending deliveries. The project has been so
successful that infant health has improved by 50% in the
area since the project started in 2008, and in 2010 project
director Dr Peg Cumberland, was awarded an MBE in
recognition of the impact of the project.

Every year Mothers’ Union spends £2.4 million on its
outreach and development work around the world.
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Mothers’ Union members in Kenya set up a health clinic in
their area. It is the only health facility for miles around and
has made a huge difference to local mums.
Bottom row left – right: computer literacy training, Nigeria;
members in Nigeria; Mothers’ Union workshop, Mozambique.

Campaigning and advocacy

Campaigning for children

Local level Advocacy

One of Mothers’ Union’s major objectives is to campaign for,
and promote, societal conditions that ensure stable family life
and the protection of children.

Mothers’ Union members take their role in the wider
community very seriously, speaking out against social
injustice and prejudice.

Our Bye Buy Childhood Campaign was
launched in 2010 to raise awareness of
the increasing levels of marketing and
sexual imagery aimed at, and accessible
to children. Bye Buy Childhood has already
brought about change in both industry
and Government, and has generated an
amazing response from the general public,
particularly parents and grandparents.

In developing countries especially, Mothers’
Union takes on a critical community-based
advocacy role on issues affecting women:
domestic violence; early marriage; the rights
of widows; women’s suffrage; women’s
health issues such as women’s cancers or
maternal or sexual health; and overcoming
gender-based stigma.

In 2011, Mothers’ Union Chief Executive,
Reg Bailey was asked by the UK
Government to head up a review into the
sexualisation and commercialisation of
children. His report Letting Children be
Children has led to significant changes,
including a dramatic reduction in sales of
sexualised clothing for under 16 year olds,
and major improvements to online safety
for children.

In Gloucester, Mothers’ Union local
trustees, Elizabeth Reay and Caz Cameron,
produced a letter in 2011, with a follow up
letter in 2012, for all members to send to
their local MPs expressing their concerns
at the continuing pressures on children to
grow up too quickly.
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Stella Okoyo, Mothers’ Union’s development
coordinator in Kenya, carries out advocacy
workshops with as many members in her area
as she can. She is passionate about empowering
women to be strong in all areas of their lives,
helping them to understand their rights and
that they should not be judged inferior to men.

Title

“Even so,” she says, “in this area the stigma
persists that if you give birth to two or more
daughters you are cursed.

Postcode

Mothers’ Union speaks out
against legal, social and
economic injustice all
over the world.

First Name

Surname
Address
Town
Telephone number
Email
I am interested in
Becoming a member locally    

Becoming a member centrally

Supporting Mothers’ Union
Finding out more about Mothers’ Union’s work

Mothers’ Union’s local members have given
Evelyn funds to help her set up a small shop
business so that she can support her children.
Fiona Bruce MP recently joined her local branch
after being inspired by Bye Buy Childhood.
“At a time when the biggest threat to our
nation is not economic but the disintegration
of the family, Mothers’ Union is playing a vital
role in standing up and speaking out for the
importance of marriage and family life.”

Local membership offers you a chance to engage with
likeminded people, reach out to the community where
you live, have fun and share new experiences. Central
membership is for those who want to support and engage
with our work but cannot attend local meetings. Either
way we’d be delighted to welcome you.
I want to find out more about Mothers’ Union

“One of our young members, Evelyn, had
what looked like the perfect life. She had a
dream wedding and was the envy of many in
her community. But when Evelyn gave birth
to a third daughter her in-laws put enormous
pressure on their son to abandon Evelyn and
their girls and take another wife so he could
have a son.”

Members continue to campaign for
industry to adopt a family-friendly
approach. Across All Ireland our 10,500
members distributed a postcard resource
for parents, pre-addressed to OfCom, to
help families express concerns about prewatershed programmes they felt were not
suitable for children.

Will you be our future
and consider membership?

By filling in this form you are allowing Mothers’ Union to send you information
about its work. If you would like no further contact after you have received the
information please let us know.
The Most Revd Dr Rowan Williams, Archbishop of
Canterbury, meets with Mothers’ Union members
in London to hear their stories of social injustice
(top). Teenagers are given a forum and a hope for
the future in Grahamstown, South Africa.
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